The 8240 Tactical Data Unit (TDU) collects pressure, temperature and flow measurements from connected field devices, such as the Varec 7660 Tactical Fuel Gauge (TFG) or a Tactical Flow Meter (TFM). It calculates observed fuel volumes and performs the collapsible tank strapping process. All data is transferred to the TacFuels® Tactical Mobile Computer for inventory management and accounting.

Benefits and Features

- Integral part of the Varec TacFuels® system solution
- Suitable for large tactical fuel farms - Integrates up to four Varec 7660 Tactical Fuel Gauges (TFG) and four Tactical Flow Meters
- Calculates corrected fuel volumes to 60°F in accordance with API Tables 5b/6b
- Simple, low cost installation - No tools required for mounting to a wall or a ground rod in the fuel farm environment
- Battery or DC operated
- Rugged design - suitable for harsh environments
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System Configuration

The 8240 TDU can be used in various system configurations, based on the supply of power and connection to the particular device running TacFuels software. Each 7660 TFG’s power and communications are daisy chained together in a loop and terminated at an 8240 Tactical Data Unit (TDU). The 8240 TDU polls each connected 7660 TFG in turn for measurement data, performs the required volume calculations and provides the resulting inventory information to the TacFuels system computing device. The 8240 TDU is connected to a Tactical Flow Meter during the tank ‘strapping’ process.

Configuration - Tank Strapping

The 8240 TDU is designed to dynamically create an accurate gauge chart (strapping table) for each collapsible tank in a TacFuels measurement system – an automatic tank strapping process. It is recommended that tank strapping is performed during installation of the TacFuels measurement system or periodically to maintain fuel inventory management accuracy.

Tank strapping a collapsible tank involves creating a gauge chart of entries correlating volume to measured pressure within the collapsible tank at the metered product temperature. The 8240 TDU performs a continuous data collection cycle to construct a strapping table than contains up to 1,000 data points. This table is then stored in the non-volatile memory of the TDU.

The TacFuels tank strapping process compensates for the variances in tank construction, installation conditions, tank expansion, tank bulge and height measurements above manufacturer specifications. The tank strapping feature increases the accuracy and reliability of volume measurements throughout the system and provides a standardized method for inventory management.

Data Transmission Protocol:
MODBUS

Pulse Accumulator Channels:
4

Environmental Operating Temperature:
-40 to +167 °F (-40 to +75 °C)

Lightning Protection:
Solid state transient voltage suppressors, current limiting resistors and fuses

Power Supply Operating Voltage:
8 - 36 VDC

Power Consumption:
25 mA

Enclosure:
Powder coated aluminium

Mounting:
Wall mounted/Ground rod

Dimensions:
10.2” x 6.3” x 3.6”
(260 x 160 x 90mm)

HART Output:
2-position terminal, fused

Pulse Input:
4 channels available
3 to 30 VDC voltage range
30 KHz pulse frequency limit
3 position, pluggable terminal block
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